
	

 
 

 
 
 

Challenge name Spot K9 Switch Yard Inspection 

Challenge owner CORE Changemakers 

 ✓ Company       � Research         ✓ Student team 

  

Email challenge 
owner 

	

Phone challenge 
owner 

 

CoC Number  

Preferred way to 
contact 

✓ email        � Phone call         � SMS / what’s app 
� Other; … 

Brief summary CORE is, in cooperation with ProRail working towards 
the automation of rail yard inspection of train cars 
and containers using a Boston Dynamics Spot-robot. 
This robot can collect data on dangerous substances 
leaking from containers, the presence of 
(un)authorized personnel and discrepancies between 
maps and reality. The robot will behave partly 
autonomously and will partly be controlled by a 
human, and the challenge is to find the best way to 
do this.  

 
	

About the challenge owner 
CORE Changemakers, or just CORE, is a student team/startup of 35 students and 
graduates that want to have a positive impact on sustainability and a circular 
economy. By collaborating with large companies in for example waste 
processing, recycling and asset management, they contribute to societally 
relevant challenges. The first goal of CORE is to provide a learning environment 
for students by working on realistic challenges from several large companies in 
the Netherlands. Solving these high societal impact challenges is the second 
goal of CORE.	

 



	

Challenge description 
CORE was contacted by ProRail to investigate the possibility for automated rail 
switching yard inspection at Kijfhoek. This is a large area near Zwijndrecht where 
cargo trains are arranged and moved. Currently, inspection of the area, 
containers and tank cars is done by staff working in the area. However, to 
evaluate novel technologies, ProRail wants to see how this can be improved 
using a Boston Dynamics Spot robot dog. These robots are well-suited for 
traversing various types of terrain and obstacles, as may be encountered on such 
switch yards, and are becoming increasingly common for industrial inspections.  
 
The initial goal is to let a ProRail employee control the robot remotely, piloting it 
‘manually overruled’ across the rail yard for inspections. This would include 
taking videos of train cars, containers and tanker cars, people present in the area, 
and surrounding equipment such as signs, cables, switch positions, loose bolts in 
the track etc., as well as a number of sensors for gases (chlorine, sulphur). The 
Spot robot includes an extensive Python API and networking capabilities, 
through systems like 4G or with local hotspots, together with localization, object 
avoidance, balancing and ability to handle rough terrain. The API can be used to 
direct the robot in a certain direction, querying the current location, direction 
etc., with everything else handled internally. The Spot includes a computer based 
on Ubuntu, though other OS are possible, and sensors could be handled with an 
Arduino or Raspberry Pi/ADC combination.  
 
To showcase further capabilities, the collected sensor data (RGB video, gas 
sensors) should be automatically analysed. For some cases, like container IDs, 
data is already available: there are several large datasets with bounding boxes, 
which can be combined with OCR algorithms to read container IDs. Gas samples 
can be continuously analysed and concentrations reported. Other data is not yet 
available but can be collected during tests, so that classification or key point 
detection for track damage or switch positions can be implemented. Depending 
on the results of this first phase, ProRail can consider further automation of the 
project, which would entail the robot being sent across pre-planned routes along 
the rails, collecting and handling data autonomously.   
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Input and involvement of challenge owner 
The involvement of CORE in the project would be advising, supervising and 
working directly with the project group on the challenge. There is significant 
experience within CORE on robotics, data science and machine learning, as 
well as a broad network of connections in the rail and infra sectors, so that 
issues encountered can be quickly and reliably solved.   

 
Resources 

Some experience is preferred from students working on this challenge: 
- Experience with Python (preferred) or MATLAB and/or  
- Experience with data science and/or  
- Some experience with robotics.  

 

What resources do you offer to students? 
✓ Expertise  
✓ Materials  
✓ Workplace in Neuron or in the CORE office in Son  
✓ Equipment  
✓ The robot dog itself 
	

 
	  



	

Roles of different disciplines (only for ISBEP) 

Automotive Technology 

Direct involvement in a combination of electrical and 
mechanical engineering, in coding the Spot to move around, 
while considering potential hazards, and evaluating options to 
recharge the battery packs.  

Architecture, Urbanism 
and Building Sciences 

It is likely that a test environment needs to be designed, 
allowing us to test and showcase the system to our client. The 
requirements of the test environment should be collected and 
translated into a physical prototype of the environment. 

Computer Science and 
Engineering 

Devising efficient algorithms for keeping the robot safe and 
moving, handling large amounts of data effectively, 
optimizing pathing and evaluating image recognition 
algorithms.  

Data Science 

Handling large amount of data from the Spot’s cameras and 
sensors, creating a data processing pipeline, annotating then 
classifying/localizing relevant information using image 
recognition.  

Electrical Engineering 

Implementing the electrical systems for the gas sensors, and 
the various electronic devices (Arduino, Raspberry Pi, 
communication systems) required to let the robot operate 
reliably in various conditions.  

Psychology and 
Technology 

Implementing some form of interface for the ProRail operator 
to use, and visualizing results and statistics of the various 
sensors, taking the needs of the end users into account. 

Applied Physics 

The robot needs to be able to manoeuvre unpredictable 
environments in terms of soil, height differences, and 
obstacles. While the robot we plan to use is relatively 
comfortable with this, several challenges will inevitably be 
faced. 

Mechanical Engineering 

Handling and operating the robot, evaluating options for 
recharging the battery packs, implementing the electronic 
systems, working on image recognition and data analysis, 
devising test courses for the robot to traverse, and metrics 
with which to evaluate it.  

 

 
	


